Irish Born South Australians
Lookups for Non-Members - before you ask for a lookup please remember that fields displaying the
wording “(members only)” doesn’t necessarily mean that it contains information for that field in
that database. You can request one of our researchers to research further for you which may/may not
produce further information. For this you will need to ask for a research request - click here
Lookups for Members - before you ask for a lookup please remember that if a displayed field is BLANK
it means that there is no further information available for that field in that database. You can
request one of our researchers to research further for you which may/may not produce further
information. For this you will need to ask for a research request - click here
The IBSA dataset contains information about persons born in Ireland who immigrated to
South Australia in the 1800’s. It also includes the first generation born in SA and their
children where available. These persons were identified by their descendants and other
interested people, so the coverage is patchy.
The Irish Born South Australians project was initiated by Pat Roberts in 2005. Others
working on the original project included Georgina Bliss, Robert Beckwith, Kevin Bowden,
Judy Hasleton, Jan Clayden and Jo Booth. The second phase starting in 2014 was led by Paul
Foord with assistance from Jo Booth, Ron Carey and Franc Houben.
The effort in checking and correlating these records has been limited, and mainly aimed at
reducing the large number of potential duplicates which were in the initial dataset.
Consequently the information is presented 'as is' and users are warned that they should seek
further information from other sources to support the data found here.
Genealogy SA is currently working to extend this list, but at no stage will comprehensive
checking be done to ensure that the records are 'correct'.
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